ECE’s QR‐Code Challenge
QR‐Code
Location
On the ECE
homepage

Outside the
IEEE office

Outside of
Jun Chen’s
office
Outside of
ITB 154

In the hall
where the
grad posters
hang
On the
scholarship
webpage
3rd floor
near the
elevator

Riddle/Clue

Answer to the Clue

Congratulations for taking on ECE’s QR‐Code endeavour!
For Clue # 1, let’s start you off with something not too clever.
Your adventure awaits and is sure to give you a howl,
For your first clue, go to the place that contains an “eye” and a triple
vowel!
Think you’ve figured out the way to play this game?
Each prof is unique, except for two who share the same name.
But one is up high, and one is down low.
The answer to this clue is the floor # you need to be on, so go, go, go!

IEEE Office

So far so good, we’ve really gotten this ball rolling.
For this next bit, think of systems that need controlling.
You won’t need to leave this building to get to its lab,
The last digit of this room is the number you’ll need to nab.
Kudos to you for making it this far,
Now count up how many programs in ECE there are.
There is one place in this building where posters are suspended,
Find your way to the next clue, and you’ll be commended.
Put your thinking caps on for this doozy of a clue.
Tell me the date that the NSERC USRA’s were due.
Don’t think you can remember in that small little noggin?
Head over to a relevant webpage, that doesn’t require a login.
This is the last clue of our fun little trip.
For this one, you’ll need to head to the 3rd floor, hurry but don’t slip!
You may need to consult the web for info on this one here.
Count how many FULL professors are situated on this tier.
Congratulations on finishing this hunt!
You should have gathered five numbers in this here stunt.
Put them all together and they’ll give you an office extension.
Run to this person’s office‐‐hurry I can barely take the tension!

Referring to James
and Jun Chen. Jun
Chen is on the
second floor, so the
answer is 2.
Control Systems lab
is in ITB 154, so the
answer is 4.
There are 3
programs in ECE
(Elec, Comp,
Biomed) so the
answer is 3.
They were due Feb
4, so the answer is
4.
There are 7 full
“professors” on this
floor, so the answer
is 7.
2‐4‐3‐4‐7, which is
Alexa’s extension,
so go to her office
for the prize!

